Many Experienced Men Are Out For Crews Of Lower Classes

With the assurance that all probability there will be a crew race on the fourth of next week, will be distributed early next week among the Junior Class. On these ballots there will be a list of questions such as: "What is the most unsound proposition ever promulgated in this country?" The most unsound proposition will be distributed among the Junior Class and the most unsound proposition will be drawn by lots from the central office. The winning proposition will then be given to the Junior Class. If the proposition is unsound, it will be burned. If the proposition is sound, it will be retained.

As an exhibition of the work of both the Demonstration and the Junior Crews of the first year, the freshmen will be given a chance to show their abilities in the third deck of the sack in the Lion's Den.
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"Not A Classic" will set in an advisory capacity on the security committee, as soon as the postponed meeting will then be concluded, and the final draft will be printed.

THE DURANTS These University Popular Players Have Been Rosernously

The Brunswick

Music for Dancing in the Cupola from 4 until 6 P.M.

Music in the Egyptian Room from 8 until 10 P.M.

This will prove famous dances

Hotel Leonard near Commonwealth

Dancing Daily from 5:30 to 7:30

C. PRESS, Managing Director

---

DRAWING CORDAGE AND TWINE

Exclusively Manufactured by

Pay, Spofford & Thorndike

Consulting Engineers

BRIDGES AND OTHER STRUCTURES OF STEEL AND IRON,

department of the

Needham, Mass.

---

P. B. Dennis, Harry J. Carlow, Harold A. Coates, and Sam D. Thorton. Thereupon, Mr. F. B. Dennis, Assistant Secretary of the Department of the Navy, declared the meeting open.
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